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Decision-Making Powers and Institutional Design in Competition Cases: !e Brazilian Experience

BY ANA PAULA MARTINEZ & MARIANA TAVARES DE ARAUJO1 

This article discusses the experience of Brazil regarding institutional design and decision-making powers and 
Brazil’s e!orts to enhance its convergence to international best practices, thereby improving Brazil’s competition law 
enforcement. We describe the history of Brazil’s competition law and policy system, and go on to discuss the bene"ts, 
as well as the e#ciency and productivity costs, that result from the bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles 
within the administrative system; warn that independency for a competition agency can be a two-edged sword; and 
emphasize the need to consider resources when designing and implementing merger and control systems.

I.  INTRODUCTION

In the last several years, procedure and process rules that apply to competition law have been at the forefront 
in the agenda of international fora and of several jurisdictions. !e International Competition Network 
(“ICN”) and the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development (“OECD”)2 have promoted 
discussions among its members on procedural fairness and transparency, which can be achieved within 
di"erent institutional designs. Likewise, many scholars have devoted substantial attention to institutional 

design and decision-making powers’ issues and have assessed the 
performance of competition agencies around the world based on 
individual frameworks. 3 

 !e present article discusses the experience of Brazil regarding institutional design and decision-
making powers and its e"orts to enhance convergence to international best practices and, with that, to 
improve competition law enforcement in the country. While describing Brazil’s competition law and policy 
system since the 30’s to today, we plan to demonstrate:

1. !e bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles within the administrative system, although 
helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, can come associated with a heavy toll 
on e#ciency and productivity.

2. “Independency” granted to a competition agency can be a double-edged sword: It protects the 
agency against “regulatory capture” but it can also limit the ability of the agency to foster competition 
advocacy within the government. Early-stage adopters of a competition framework should be 
concerned with the “perils of insulation.” 

3. Merger control systems cannot be designed and implemented without regard for actual resources at 
the disposal of the antitrust agency. For agencies with scarce resources at hand, an “imperfect” ex-post 
merger system might be more indicated than a pre-merger system. !e incremental experience in 
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Brazil of transitioning to a full-blown ex-ante merger control only after the ecosystem was mature and 
properly resourced probably makes sense for other developing economies.

II.  THE EARLY DAYS: FROM THE ‘30S TO THE MID-’90S

Brazil’s Constitution of 1934 explicitly provided that “crimes against the economy” would be treated as 
crimes against the Brazilian State, where severe penalties would apply. At that time, Brazil relied on extensive 
government intervention, with broad-ranging price controls and a great number of state-owned companies 
operating in di!erent segments of the economy. Law No. 431 of May 18, 19384 was passed in this context. 
It established that it was a crime to attempt to manipulate markets for essential goods for the purpose of 
maximizing pro"ts or gains (the law referred to arti"cially increasing or decreasing prices); sanctions included 
from six months to two years of jail time.

 Likewise, Law No. 869 of November 18, 1938,5 which was inspired by the U.S. Sherman Act, was 
speci"cally targeted to promote competition—prohibiting practices such as cartels and anticompetitive 
mergers, predatory pricing, and interlocking directorates involving competitors, among other actions. Such 
conducts were treated as a crime, punishable with jail sentences from 2-10 years. For other anticompetitive 
conducts, such as resale price maintenance, the law established less severe sanctions—jail times from six 
months to two years and the payment of a criminal "ne. #e law also provided for sanctions against legal 
entities, to be applied by the Ministry of Justice. #e statute had limited application and there is no record of 
enforcement actions taken based on these laws.

 Following the end of the Second World War, Brazil’s Congress passed Law No. 7.666, of June 22, 
1945,6  known as the “Malaia Law,” which provided that anticompetitive acts against the “national economic 
interest” were to be considered an administrative infringement, in addition to being a crime. #e draft law was 
submitted by the then Minister of Justice Agamemnon Magalhães. A federal government agency was created 
to enforce such law, named “Comissão Administrativa de Defesa Econômica—(“CADE”). At its early stages, 
CADE was a branch within Brazil’s Presidential O$ce and presided over by the Minister of Justice himself.

 Among the reasons for the adoption of Law No. 7.666/1945, Agamemnon Magalhães listed the need 
to battle against trusts and other form of economic concentrations that could harm Brazil’s working class and 
its small industries. #e wording of the provisions clearly indicates that Congress’ least worry was to maximize 
economic e$ciency; conversely, protectionism and the need for greater State-intervention were the main goals 
of the law. Due to the political context that followed its enactment—Brazil’s President Getúlio Vargas left 
government a few months later in October that same year7—the law produced no enforcement record and 
ended up being revoked in early November 1945.

 In 1946, the Brazilian Congress passed a new Constitution that explicitly promoted competition. Its 
Article 148 provided that any form of abuse of dominance targeted to dominate national markets, eliminate 
competition, or arbitrarily increase pro"ts would be punishable. It was the "rst time that legislation made use 
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of the expression “abuse of economic power” in Brazil—this approach was then followed by the 1967, the 
1969, and the 1988 Constitutions as well.

 Despite the 1946 constitutional provision, it was only in 1962 that Brazil adopted, after extensive 
legislative discussions, a competition law that once again set forth an administrative system to enforce competition 
rules.8  Law No. 4,137, of September 10, 1962,9 created the Administrative Council for Economic Defense 
(Conselho Administrativo de Defesa Econômica (a new “CADE”)), empowered to !ght against the abuse of 

economic power. In his introductory statement, Agamemnon 
Magalhães referred to the abuse of economic power as a “power 
of economic and political corruption” and to one of the “four 
powers of the Republic,”10which therefore needed to be harshly 

punished by the State. "is legislation re#ected Congress’ shift from a standpoint where its concern was focused 
on protecting the working class, included in Law No. 869 of 1938, to another where the main purpose was to 
protect consumers.

 Under the 1962 law, CADE was based in Brasília,11 with jurisdiction to investigate and sanction 
anticompetitive conduct a$ecting the Brazilian territory. It was subject to the Council of Ministers, a body 
under the President of the Republic. CADE was then composed of one chairman and four commissioners, 
appointed by Brazil’s president following a recommendation of the Council of Ministers, for a term of four 
years,12 except for the chairman, who could be removed by Brazil’s president at any time. Commissioners 
could be exceptionally removed due to malfeasance as 
speci!ed by law. Decisions were taken by a majority, formed 
by at least three commissioners out of four voting members. 
CADE had limited investigative powers, basically the 
ability to review !nancial statements and annual reports of 
companies and inquiry witnesses on alleged anticompetitive 
practices.

 However, regardless of the stated goals to promote competition and preserve markets, the 1962 law 
was not e$ective primarily because of protectionist measures in place against imports,13 and price controls.14 
Moreover, at that time, most of Brazil’s largest industrial, transportation, and !nancial enterprises were State-
owned or private monopolies, and the country was from 1964 until 1985 subject to a military regime with 
direct in#uence over CADE’s nominations and law enforcement. Against this backdrop, the existence of 
CADE had a marginal impact in promoting competition in the marketplace and/or protecting consumers.

 "ere is limited data on enforcement during that period, but the available record indicates that 
in 21 years—from 1963 to 1984—CADE reviewed 152 cases and imposed only 16 sanctions against 
anticompetitive practices in Brazil, most of them reverted by judicial courts. "is is substantially less than 
CADE’s performance in just seven months after the regime became market-based; for example, from May to 

DESPITE THE 1946 CONSTITUTIONAL 
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December 1996 the agency reviewed 162 cases and imposed 20 sanctions for illegal behavior.15 According to 
CADE:

!e promotion of competition was not a priority in Brazil under the old framework. 
During the “CIP era,” bodies like CADE existed from a formal perspective but 
they were not envisioned to work (…). Authorities used and abused their powers 
to intervene in the economy, while at the same time the bureaucratic system for 
competition cases turned the competition system ine"ective.16

 !e transition into a market-based economy began in 1988, when again a new constitution was passed 
in Brazil. From that moment on several substantial macro- and micro-economic reforms were implemented. So, 
di"erently from what had happened before, the constitutional provision that established that competition was 
a crucial feature of the “economic order” now carried considerable meaning. !is led the way for the country to 
adopt privatization programs, for the reduction of trade barriers, and for the vast majority of price controls to be 
eliminated. Moreover, in#ation was controlled with the introduction of a new currency (Real (“BRL”)) in 1994.

 As part of the 1990s reforms, a new competition law was introduced in 1994, jump-starting the 
modern era of competition law in Brazil, as discussed below. A few years before, Congress had enacted Brazil’s 
Economic Crimes Law (Law No. 8,137/90), which established that some types of anticompetitive conduct 
may be considered a crime, subject to penalties of 2-5 years of imprisonment or to the payment of a criminal 
$ne. !e dual nature (administrative and criminal) of Brazil’s 
competition system was, therefore, preserved in the 1990s 
reforms. Furthermore, in 1991 Congress passed Law No. 8.158, 
which created the then “National Secretariat of Economic Law” 
(Secretaria Nacional de Direito Econômico (“SNDE”)), within 
the Ministry of Justice, which was responsible for reviewing 
merger cases.

III.  A LANDMARK: LAW NO. 8,884, OF JUNE 11, 1994

!e introductory statement to the 199417 law pointed out the reasons that justi$ed the adoption of a new 
competition law in Brazil: (i) lack of specialized sta", (ii) the need to create a more e"ective legal services o%ce 
within CADE, (iii) the need for a more rational merger control system, and (iv) the need for an institutional 
reform.

  !e 1994 law introduced relevant institutional changes, recon$guring CADE as an independent 
agency18 responsible for adjudicating all types of competition cases, including merger reviews and prosecution 
of anticompetitive conducts. !e agency was comprised of six commissioners and a chairman, and all of 
its decisions were subject to judicial review. CADE’s commissioners and chairman were appointed by the 
President of the Republic and con$rmed by Congress, for a term of two years, with the possibility of being 
reappointed for one additional term. Decisions were taken by majority, formed by at least three commissioners 

DIFFERENTLY FROM WHAT 
HAD HAPPENED BEFORE, THE 
CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION THAT 
ESTABLISHED THAT COMPETITION 
WAS A CRUCIAL FEATURE OF THE 
“ECONOMIC ORDER” NOW CARRIED 
CONSIDERABLE MEANING
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out of !ve voting members.

 In this regard, there were two main changes introduced by the 1994 law when compared to the 1962 
law: (i) the Executive Power could no longer appoint members 
to CADE without getting Congress’ con!rmation, aligned with 
the constitutional principle of checks and balances; and (ii) 
terms were reduced from four years to two years, which later 
proved to be a wrong decision.19

 
 Two other agencies outside CADE were responsible for investigating anticompetitive practices and 
issuing non-binding reports in connection with merger reviews, namely the Secretariat of Economic Law 
of the Ministry of Justice (Secretaria de Direito Econômico (“SDE”)) and the Secretariat of Economic 
Monitoring of the Ministry of Finance (Secretaria de Acompanhamento Econômico (“Seae”))—the 
agencies were jointly referred as the “Brazilian Competition Policy System” (Sistema Brasileiro de Defesa da 
Concorrência). "e SDE was headed by a secretary of state appointed by the president of the Republic and 
was divided into two divisions, one with responsibility for enforcing the competition law (Departamento 
de Proteção e Defesa Econômica (“DPDE”)), and the other 
responsible for the consumer protection law (Departamento de 
Proteção e Defesa do Consumidor (“DPDC”)). "e SEAE was 
also headed by a secretary of state appointed by the president 
of the Republic and was originally composed of public o#cials 
that had previously served in price-controlling commissions. 
"e system was, therefore, based on ensuring full independence to the decision-making agency (CADE) while 
leaving the agencies with investigative powers under the umbrella of the Federal government.

  To address concerns regarding procedural fairness, two independent legal o#cers were established 
within CADE: (i) CADE’s attorney general, who represented CADE in court and could render opinions in 
all cases pending before the agency; and (ii) the federal public prosecutor, who could also render opinions in 
connection with any case pending before CADE.

 "e 1994 Law introduced a more coherent structure to the post-merger control system established 
in 1991. Article 54 of the law provided that any act that could limit or otherwise restrain competition must 
be submitted to CADE for review. Under §3 of Article 54, the acts for which this submission was required 
included transactions aimed at any form of economic concentration which caused any participating company 
or group of companies to achieve 20 percent of market share of a relevant market, or in which any of the 
participants has posted annual gross revenues equivalent to at least BRL $400,000,000.00.
 
 "e 1994 law was amended three times: in 1999, to create a merger !ling fee; in 2000 to empower the 
SDE with dawn raid powers and the ability to execute leniency agreements with wrongdoers in exchange of 
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confession and cooperation; and in 2007 to allow settlement of cartel investigations.

 From 1994 to 2003, the Brazilian competition authorities focused primarily on merger reviews, and 
substantial resources were devoted to reviewing competitively innocuous mergers. !e post-merger review 
system proved to be very ine"cient: CADE reviewed around 8,000 transactions, and in only a few instances 
decided to block them—there were a small handful of other cases in which remedies were imposed in order for 
the transaction to be approved.20

Mergers reviewed by CADE (1994-2010)21

Remedies and Transactions blocked by CADE (1994-2010)22 
 

94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
Remedies 2 4 8 8 4 7 17 12 9 8 43 37 16 37 58 19 27
Transacations
blocked

2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

 Regarding the timeframe for the review of #led transactions, under Law No. 8,884/94, SEAE had 30 
days in which to issue an opinion about the transaction, which was then forwarded to SDE. Upon receipt 
of SEAE’s opinion, SDE also had 30 days to issue its own opinion. Both opinions were then forwarded to 
CADE, which in turn had to issue its decision in 60 days. !e law also required that CADE’s attorney general 
issue an opinion within 20 days, which the reporting commissioner could or could not take into account in 
preparing his/her own opinion.
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  Notwithstanding the 120-day review period established by the law, the Brazilian merger review system 
was, on average, not completed within 120 days.23 From July 1994 to March 1996, the average review period 
for a transaction was 514 days. !is number was reduced to 332 days in 1998 and to 207 days in 2004 as a 
consequence of a number of measures adopted by the agencies to deal with the institutional challenges of the 
system.

Average period of time for merger reviews (1994 – 2004)
 

Source: From July 1994 to March 1996, CADE’s 1996 annual report; 1998, CADE’s 1998 annual report, and 
2004, CADE, SDE, and SEAE’s 2004 annual report.

 In the absence of a more rational legal framework, merger review had to be improved through infra-
legal measures such as the: (i) adoption of a simpli"ed "ling form in 1996 and in 1998;24 (ii) introduction 
of a “fast track” procedure for simple cases25 and cooperation agreements among SDE, SEAE, and CADE’s 
legal services, reducing overlapping functions;26 (iii) provision of consent decrees (Medida Cautelar) or 
agreements with the parties (Acordo para Presevar a Reversibilidade da Operação or APRO) that prevented 
complex transactions from being closed prior to CADE adjudicating the case;27 and (iv) ability of CADE to 
issue binding interpretations of law with the purpose of ensuring legal certainty regarding the noti"cation 
thresholds (Súmulas).28

 
 Starting from 2003, as a result of reducing overlapping functions between SDE and SEAE, SDE 
started to dedicate its resources to the "ght against cartels and to use the enhanced investigative tools granted 
by the Brazilian Congress in 2000 (mainly dawn raids and leniency). With direct evidence being available 
in the cases to be adjudicated, CADE began imposing record "nes (up to 25 percent of the company’s gross 
turnover in the year preceding the initiation of the investigation, doubled for recidivism) on companies and 
executives were found liable for anticompetitive conduct.
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 Brazil’s competition authorities’ strategy of focusing available resources on cracking cartels proved 
successful and there was an increasing number of investigations of anticompetitive practices, as well as dawn 
raids. !ere were also a growing number of applicants to the leniency program. More than 30 leniency 
agreements have been signed since 2003, and more than 300 search-and-seizure warrants have been served 
since then to obtain evidence of illegal conduct. Well-known international cases, such as air cargo, marine 
hose, compressors, and CRT, were initiated in Brazil through leniency applications "led before the SDE. As a 
result of such prioritization, Brazil’s anti-cartel program became widely respected both in Brazil and abroad.29

 Brazil’s settlement program, later introduced in 2007, represented a remarkable improvement as early 
cooperation on the part of the defendants saved public resources, cut down litigation, enabled early payment of a 
signi"cant sum of money, and provided expedited treatment and more certainty and transparency to the business 
community. Settling also proved bene"cial for the defendant, as it often meant a more e#cient use of resources 
on the part of the company. Over 30 settlements have been executed by CADE since 2007, approximately 15 
of which were in connection with cartel investigations.

Fines imposed by CADE for anticompetitive conduct /Investigations settled with CADE (1994-2011)

Case Initiation of the 
Investigation 

–Adjudication

Fines (U.S.$) % of the Total 
Turnover

Beer (abuse of power) 2003-2010 170 million 2%
Industrial Gases 2003-2010 1.3 billion 25% (50%)  
Steel Bars 1996-2005 210 million 7%
Crushed Rock 2002-2005 45 million 15-20%
Flat Steel 1996-1999 38 million 1%
Security Services 2003-2007 25 million 15-20%
Vitamins 1999-2007 10 million 20%
Sand Extractors 2006-2008 1.35 million 10-22.5%

     
Case Initiation of the Investigation 

–Settlement
Settlement (U.S.$)

IT Services 2005-2011 20 million
Compressors 2009-2009 60 million
Plastics Bags 2006-2008 15 million
Cement 2006-2007 19 million
Compressors 2009-2009 50 million
Marine Hose 2007-2008, 2009 and 2011 10 million
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 Enforcement records under the 1994 law showed that, as a policy matter, enforcers were determined 
to impose sti!er sentences against anticompetitive conduct that targeted Brazilian businesses and consumers. 
Further progress, however, depended on broad legislative reform.

 In order to change the institutional framework in a way that was consistent with the ever-increasing 
challenges in enforcement, antitrust authorities proposed a fairly bold overhaul of the 1994 regime. "e 
reform aimed to increase e#ciency and bring greater rationality to competition enforcement in Brazil. In 
essence, the proposed changes consisted of:

1. restructuring the system by creating a single competition agency to enable the government to 
eliminate existing overlaps among agencies;

2. adopting a pre-merger review system and incorporating appropriate standards of materiality as to 
the level of the “local nexus” required for merger $ling;

3. introducing sanctions and other speci$c provisions addressing anticompetitive conduct 
investigations, including amendments to the leniency program and criminal sanctions; and 

4. enhancing human resources for the new agency.

 "e bill, which was aligned with the recommendations issued by the OECD in its 2005 and 2010 Peer 
Reviews of Brazil’s competition law and policy, went through intense legislative discussions after 2000 and was 
$nally approved by Congress in November 2011.

IV.  THE WAY FORWARD: BRAZIL’S NEW COMPETITION LAW

A.   Creation of a Single Competition Agency

"e new law, which entered into force in May 2012, consolidated the investigative, prosecutorial, and 
adjudicative functions of the Brazilian competition authorities into one autonomous agency. CADE was 
restructured to include: (i) an administrative Tribunal composed of six commissioners and a chairman, 
responsible for adjudicating merger and antitrust cases; 
(ii) a Directorate General for Competition (“DG”—
Superintendência-Geral), responsible for conducting antitrust 
investigations and reviewing merger cases; and (iii) an 
Economics Department, responsible for providing economic 
support both for the Tribunal and the DG. All CADE’s 
decisions are subject to review by non-specialized judicial 
courts—either de novo review or deferential to fact-$nding.

BRAZIL’S SETTLEMENT PROGRAM, LATER 
INTRODUCED IN 2007, REPRESENTED A 
REMARKABLE IMPROVEMENT AS EARLY 
COOPERATION ON THE PART OF THE 
DEFENDANTS SAVED PUBLIC RESOURCES, 
CUT DOWN LITIGATION, ENABLED EARLY 
PAYMENT OF A SIGNIFICANT SUM OF 
MONEY, AND PROVIDED EXPEDITED 
TREATMENT AND MORE CERTAINTY 
AND TRANSPARENCY TO THE BUSINESS 
COMMUNITY
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 !e DG, appointed by the President of the Republic and con"rmed by Congress for a two-year term, 
performs the former functions of SDE’s Antitrust Division and SEAE, combining the roles of an investigator 
and a prosecutor. !e main goal creating the bifurcated agency structure was to preserve independence of the 
decision-making body, although some argue that this did not eliminate a certain “con"rmation bias” due to 
the close relationship existing between the DG and CADE’s Tribunal o#cials.

 !e bifurcation of prosecutorial and adjudicative roles within the administrative system, although 
helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, is still associated with a heavy toll on 
e#ciency and productivity, with the average length of antitrust investigations being much more signi"cant 
when compared to systems like the United States or the European Union. 

 SEAE continues to exist but deals exclusively with “competition advocacy” before the Brazilian 
regulatory agencies and other governmental bodies. It is 
particularly relevant that this function continues to be 
performed by SEAE, since its position as part of the powerful 
Ministry of Finance a$ords it access to many other government 
bodies. Now divested of its other responsibilities, it may be 
in a better stance to promote competition standards within 
government.

 !e fact that the antitrust investigative agencies were within the Ministry of Justice and Finance in the 
early days of competition enforcement in Brazil played a very important role in disseminating the concept of 
competition within the government and strengthening the role of CADE, the then competition tribunal. An 
important lesson can be learned from the Brazilian experience: Policy makers should be careful when creating 
independent competition agencies at the beginning of establishing a competition regime—if the country has 
no competition culture, it is likely that the agency will lack power and resources to enforce the competition 
law and will be left excluded (what we refer to as being the “perils of insulation”).

 Also, the fact that the primary investigative agency for anticompetitive behavior was within the 
Ministry of Justice allowed for a more comprehensive platform for cooperation with the criminal authorities, 
as the Federal Police was also within the structure of the Ministry of Justice. !is is not to say that cooperation 
cannot take place under the new framework, but it certainly requires an added e$ort on the part of the DG.

 As for CADE, under the 1994 law, as previously discussed, its chairman and commissioners were 
appointed by the President of the Republic and approved by Congress for terms of two years, which could 
be renewed once. Under the new law, this was changed to a single term of four years, with staggered terms to 
avoid simultaneous vacancies and the possibility that a quorum could not be convened. !e reasoning behind 
the change was to avoid pressures on commissioners who would still be eligible for reappointment—which 
could a$ect their ability to vote on cases—and also to reduce the relatively high turnover rate.

 Finally, the use of economic analysis in Brazil has grown dramatically in competition matters over 

THE NEW LAW, WHICH ENTERED INTO 
FORCE IN MAY 2012, CONSOLIDATED 

THE INVESTIGATIVE, PROSECUTORIAL, 
AND ADJUDICATIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE 
BRAZILIAN COMPETITION AUTHORITIES 

INTO ONE AUTONOMOUS AGENCY
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recent years and is expected to play a major part in every important abuse of dominance and merger case 
under the new regime. !e creation by the 2011 law of an Economics Department within CADE is certainly a 
watershed event in that respect.

B.  Merger Control

After almost 25 years of a post-merger review system being in place in Brazil, the new law introduced a 
mandatory pre-merger noti"cation system.31

 !e maximum period to conduct the merger review 
is 330 calendar days from the day of "ling or from the date 
CADE considers the "ling to be complete. Simple cases 
can be cleared solely by the DG without the need for being 
reviewed by the Tribunal. !e few complex cases that require 
the adoption of remedies to address antitrust concerns, or 
transactions that have to be blocked, necessarily need to be 
reviewed by CADE’s Tribunal.32 !is rearrangement of roles 
between the prosecutorial and adjudicative agency has brought more e#ciency to Brazil’s competition system 
and freed-up resources of the Tribunal to focus on the review of complex cases.

 In 2013, the average review period for simple case was 25 calendar days,33 aligned with international 
best practices. !is argues that the Brazilian experience of transitioning to a full-blown ex-ante merger control 
only after the ecosystem was mature and properly resourced may serve as an inspiration to other developing 
economies.

 Regarding the criteria for the substantive merger review, the new law follows the same lines of Law No. 
8.884/94, and the 1994-2012 CADE case law generally governs CADE’s decisions under the new system.

C.  Prosecution of Anticompetitive Behavior

Article 36 of Brazil’s new competition law deals with all types of anticompetitive conduct other than mergers. 
!e statute did not change the de"nition or the types of 
anticompetitive conducts that could be prosecuted in Brazil 
under the previous law. !e law prohibits acts “that have as 
object or e$ect” to (i) limit, restrain, or in any way cause injury 
to open competition or free enterprise; (ii) control a relevant 
market of a certain good or service; (iii) increase pro"ts on a 
discretionary basis; or (iv) engage in market abuse. Article 36, 
§30 contains a lengthy but not exclusive list of acts that may be 
considered antitrust violations provided they have as an object, 
or produce, the above-mentioned e$ects. !e listed practices 

POLICY MAKERS SHOULD BE CAREFUL 
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COMPETITION AGENCIES AT THE 
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ECONOMIES
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include various types of horizontal and vertical agreements and unilateral abuses of market power.

 !e table below provides a summary of the main changes introduced by the new competition law 
regarding sanctions:

Main changes introduced by the new competition law regarding sanctions

Law No. 12,529/11 Law No. 8,884/94
Corporate !nes
Fines range between 0.1 and 20 percent of the 
company’s or group of companies’ pre-tax turnover 
in the sector of activity a"ected by the conduct in 
the year prior to the beginning of the investigation, 
but should be no less than the amount of the unlawful 
gain from the conduct. CADE may resort to the total 
turnover whenever information on revenue derived from 
the relevant “sector of activity” is unavailable or not 
reliable.

Fines range between 1 and 30 percent of the 
company’s pre-tax total turnover in the year 
prior to the beginning of the investigation, but 
should be no less than the amount of the unlawful 
gain from the conduct (i.e., the "ne is to be 
calculated as a percentage of the defendant’s total 
revenues, not just those that derives from the 
a#ected or relevant market).

Directors and O#cers Fines
Directors and Executives of companies in violation may 
be "ned between 1 and 20 percent of their company’s 
"ne.

Directors and Executives of companies in 
violation may be "ned between 10 and 50 
percent of their company’s "ne.

CADE needs to establish fault or negligence on the part 
of the directors and executives.

No need to prove fault or negligence.

Other Individuals and Non-pro!t Entities 
Other individuals; public or private legal entities; as 
well as any association of persons or de facto or de jure 
legal entities, legally incorporated or not, which do 
not perform business activities, may be "ned between 
BRL 50,000.00 (!fty thousand reals) to BRL 
2,000,000,000.00 (two billion reals).

Other individuals; public or private legal entities; 
as well as any association of persons or de facto or 
de jure legal entities, legally incorporated or not, 
which do not perform business activities, may 
be "ned between BRL 6,000.00 (six thousand 
reals) to BRL 6,000,000.00 (six million reals).

Other sanctions that may be imposed to Companies (the previous and the current competition laws 
contain similar provisions)
Corporate spin-o#, transfer of control, sale of assets, or any measure deemed necessary to cease the 
detrimental e#ects associated with the wrongful conduct.
Publication of the decision in a major newspaper at the wrongdoer’s expense.
Prohibition of the wrongdoer from participating in public procurement procedures and obtaining funds 
from public "nancial institutions for up to "ve years.
Inclusion of the wrongdoer’s name in the Brazilian Consumer Protection List.
Recommendation to the tax authorities to block the wrongdoer from obtaining tax bene"ts.
Recommendation to IP authorities to grant compulsory licenses of patents held by the wrongdoer.
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 !e new law also modi"ed Brazil’s Leniency Program.34 !e 2000 rule that leniency was not available 
to a “leader” of the cartel was eliminated. !e elimination of the disquali"cation of the “leader” as an applicant 
in the law does not necessarily mean that the authority will disregard the role played by a cartel participant 
in determining whether to grant leniency or not—Article 86 of Law No. 12,529/2011 provides that the 
authority may grant leniency if the program requirements are ful"lled. !erefore, the authority is no longer 
required to address arguments that a leniency applicant must be disquali"ed for having been a leader in a 
conspiracy, but this will most likely not be followed by policy changes resulting in immunity from sanctions 
independent of the role played by each party. Further, a grant of leniency currently extends to criminal liability 
under the Federal Economic Crimes Law but not to other possible crimes under other criminal statutes, such 
as fraud in public procurement. !e new law broadens the leniency grant to extend to those crimes as well.

 Law No. 12,529/2011 also introduced changes to the criminal sanctions applicable to anticompetitive 
conduct. !e previous provision of the Federal Economic Crimes Law set forth jail terms of 2-5 years or the 
payment of a criminal "ne. !e new law amended that provision and established that anticompetitive behavior 
may be punished with a jail term of 2-5 years plus the payment of a criminal "ne. Criminal prosecution 
continues to be solely against individuals, and State and Federal-level prosecutors are the ones in charge of 
prosecuting the conduct.

 Finally, as for procedure, both the previous law and the current law grant court-like due process 
protections. In the balance between agency e#ectiveness and rights of defense, the law opted for the latter, 
aligned with provisions of Brazil’s constitution.

D.  Increased Agency Sta!ng

An important element in the new law is the provision for 200 permanent positions in CADE. !ese positions 
would not require candidates to be specialists in antitrust regulation but, rather, the new sta# would be drawn 
from other specialties in the federal civil service. Until 2012, the most serious problem confronting Brazil’s 
competition authorities has been its lack of resources, compounded by a high rate of employee turnover which 
adversely a#ects its institutional memory. !e agencies have been chronically understa#ed, leading to a large 
backlog of investigations. To date, CADE has hired around 50 o$cials out of the 200 that have been provided 
for under the new law.

V.  CONCLUSION

Although institutional design is more of an art than a science, 
a healthy predisposal to constantly learn, measure, and 
evaluate data and outputs is paramount to assure institutional 
dynamism. “Reforming” needs to be a constant exercise, and, 
indeed, striving after an e#ective institutional design has been a 
constant challenge for Brazil’s competition system during the past 25 years.

IN THE BALANCE BETWEEN AGENCY 
EFFECTIVENESS AND RIGHTS OF 
DEFENSE, THE LAW OPTED FOR THE 
LATTER, ALIGNED WITH PROVISIONS OF 
BRAZIL’S CONSTITUTION
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 !e regime in place today was built upon the 
experience accumulated during this time, and resulted in the 
implementation of a bifurcated agency/tribunal model: !e 
DG is appointed for a two-year term, which can be renewed 
once and, at the tribunal level, commissioners serve a single 
term of four years, with staggered terms to avoid simultaneous vacancies and the possibility that a quorum can 
not be convened. !is system, although helpful from a due process and procedural fairness point of view, can 
come associated with a heavy toll on e"ciency and productivity. !e legislators’ decision that an independent 
agency would be in charge of enforcement, while SEAE’s role would be limited to competition advocacy, had, 
as its purpose, reducing the risk of political intervention.

 !at is not to say that the previous system did not prove to be bene#cial to promoting competition 
enforcement in Brazil. Quite to the contrary—the fact that the antitrust investigative agencies were within the 
Ministry of Justice and Finance in Brazil’s early days of competition enforcement played a very important role 
in disseminating the concept of competition within the government and strengthening CADE’s role.

 An important lesson can be learned from the Brazilian experience: Policy makers should be careful 
when initially creating independent competition agencies—if the country has no competition culture, it is 
likely that the agency will lack power and resources to enforce the competition law and will be left excluded; 
what we have referred to throughout the text as being the “perils of insulation.” In other words, independency 
might well be a double-edged sword.

 CADE now seems to have all it needs to have an e$ective competition system: a mature system with 
broad investigative powers; a su"cient budget; and increased sta"ng, as provided for under the new law. 
!e main challenge now is to ensure that the judicial review of its decisions will not undermine was has been 
acomplished at the agency level.
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THE MAIN CHALLENGE NOW IS TO 
ENSURE THAT THE JUDICIAL REVIEW OF 
ITS DECISIONS WILL NOT UNDERMINE 
WAS HAS BEEN ACOMPLISHED AT THE 
AGENCY LEVEL.
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merger reviews after the issuance of Resolution No. 5 (the average review period in CADE was reduced from 
an average of 604 days pre-Resolution No. 5 to 204 days in December 1997 (source: 1998 CADE’s annual 
report). Shortly thereafter, on August 19, 1998, CADE issued Resolution No. 15 (this resolution revoked 
Resolution No. 5/96 and was then known as “Super 5”), which reduced the number of the items on the !ling 
form from eighty-!ve to !fty. Although the aim of reducing the merger review process from 7 months to 2.4 
months in one year was not achieved, it is undeniable that Resolution No. 15/98 contributed to a decrease in 
the time consumed by the merger review process.
25 "e !rst measure was the issuance by CADE of Resolution No. 8 of April 27, 1997, pursuant to 
which CADE’s Commissioners could prepare simpli!ed reports in cases in which the SEAE, SDE, and CADE 
attorney-general opinions were all favorable, permitting summary judgment of a case. Another important 
step toward expediting merger reviews in Brazil occurred in February 2002 when the SEAE and SDE issued a 
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could be reviewed by means of a simpli!ed procedure, subject to the sole discretion of the Secretariats. 
"is procedure was memorialized by SEAE and SDE Joint Resolution No. 01/2003, as amended by Joint 
Resolution No. 8/2004, which reduced to !fteen days the time within which SDE and SEAE had to issue 
their respective opinions.  
26 "e !rst one was executed in 2006 and a more comprehensive version was later adopted in 2009.
27 "is proved to be insu#cient to deal with the scrambled-eggs dilemma of a non-suspensory system. In 
this regard, CADE’s !nal decision in the Nestlé-Garoto transaction (Merger Case No. 08012.001697/2002-
89) in 2004 requires mention. CADE ruled that the transaction had to be unwound within 150 days, 
notwithstanding the fact that the transaction had closed two years earlier. "e decision is now under the 
analysis of the Judiciary.
28 "e Anglo-American concept of binding judicial precedent (i.e., stare decisis) is virtually non-existent 
in Brazil, which means that CADE’s commissioners are under no obligation to follow past decisions in future 
cases. CADE’s internal rules were amended to allow CADE to codify a given statement via the issuance of a 
binding statement (legal certainty is only achieved if CADE rules in the same way at least 10 times).
29 According to the OECD 2010 Competition Law and Policy in Brazil – A Peer Review, “Brazil’s 
anti-cartel programme is now widely respected in Brazil and abroad” and “[i]n a few short years Brazil 
has developed a programme for criminally prosecuting cartels that places it as one of the  most active of 
all countries in this area.”  Similarly, the 2008 and 2009 “Rating Enforcement” published by the Global 
Competition Review states, respectively, that “Brazil has the fastest-growing cartel enforcers in the world” and 
that “[t]here were some notable achievements in the SDE’s cartel busting programme in 2009, in terms of both 
results and procedure.” Along the same lines, "omas O. Barnett, while Assistant Attorney General of the U.S. 
Department of Justice Antitrust Division, acknowledged “the great progress achieved on this front in Brazil.” 
(See "omas O Barnett, Perspectives on Cartel Enforcement in the United States and Brazil, BRASILIA (April 
2008)). As a result of such improvements, Brazil has shifted from exclusively being a recipient of technical 
assistance—and in this respect, it is worth noting the assistance received from the U.S. authorities during the 
late 1990s and early 2000s—to being a provider of technical assistance to countries interested in improving 
their anti-cartel programs, such as Chile and Argentina.
30 One of the defendants had its !ne doubled for recidivism.
31 Law No. 12,529/2011 provides for minimum-size thresholds, expressed in total revenues derived in 
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Brazil, for two merging parties. !e 20 percent market share test in the 1994 law was eliminated in the new 
law, following international best practices which recommend that noti"cation thresholds should be clear 
and understandable, based on objectively quanti"able criteria. !e law also introduced a claw back provision 
that allows CADE to review transactions that fall outside the merger thresholds within one year of their 
closing. Fines for “gun jumping” range from BRL 60,000 to BRL 60 million. Violations can occur even if the 
parties to the transaction do not compete in the same markets. In cases involving competitors, coordination 
of competitive activities or detailed information exchanges can also lead to a cartel violation, subjecting the 
parties to "nes from 0.1 percent to 20 percent of a company’s (group of companies’ or conglomerate’s) gross 
revenues generated in the “sector of activity” a#ected by the infringement in the year prior to the initiation of 
the investigation.  
32 For complex cases, the law allows the Reporting Commissioner to authorize the parties to close the 
transaction before receiving CADE’s clearance, subject to conditions such as the limitations on the freedom of 
the acquirer to liquidate assets, integrate activities, dismiss workers, close stores or plants, terminate brands or 
product lines, and alter marketing plans.
33 See CADE’s website, www.cade.gov.br.
34 Brazil has a Leniency Program that follows the general lines of the U.S. Program and adopts a winner-
takes-all approach. It has the following general features: (i) full or partial immunity from administrative 
sanctions for the "rst company and/or individual to apply for a leniency agreement; (ii) immunity from 
criminal sanctions, provided that the individual(s) sign the agreement along with the company; (iii) full 
con"dentiality of the application; (iv) requirement for immediate cessation of the applicant’s involvement in 
the alleged or investigated violation; and (v) the applicant must e#ectively and permanently cooperate with the 
investigation. Full or partial administrative immunity for companies and individuals depends on whether the 
DG was previously aware of the illegal conduct at issue. If the DG was unaware, the party may be entitled to 
a waiver from any penalties. If the DG was previously aware, the applicable penalty can be reduced by one- to 
two-thirds, depending on the e#ectiveness of the cooperation and the “good faith” of the party in complying 
with the leniency agreement. In the leniency agreement, the DG states whether it was previously aware of the 
conduct and makes a recommendation to CADE, which will recognize the bene"ts while adjudicating the 
case.
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